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About This Game

Dead Drop is a two-player local-multiplayer game of espionage and deception, where one player has to blend into a crowd and
mimic AI movement to avoid detection from 5d3b920ae0
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Best local multiplayer game I've ever played. I played before the game came out and can genuinely feel the progress put into it.
10/10 will bring the out the best in your friends.. The balancing between sniper and spy is really off. The spy wins almost always
as its so easy to adjust among the other NPCs. Its a fun concept, but not really fun if its that one sided.. BeSt GaME eVEr
MaDE.. I think this game has a very interesting concept. Sadly, it doesn't seem to be optimized for 4K monitors. Whenever I
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start the game I get a black screen while music is playing. I can ALT-Enter the game in window mode (ULTRA small) There's
no online multiplayer nor singleplayer so you can only play it with a friend on Steam. Too bad. I would have loved to see a more
optimized and accessible version of this game.. Couch co-op that makes you want to hit your friends when they randomly guess
who you are on a whim when you're trying to be the best spy ever. Best moment so far was when my opponent drew on me
saying "This is you huh?" without any idea and I tried to keep my poker face on but I cracked and pleaded for a pause trying to
regain my composure while tears fell from my eyes. He ended up shooting me anyway.. Really really fun.
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